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A PASSION FOR 
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CORINNE EVENS is an international 
businesswoman, philanthropist and jewelery 
designer who started out in real estate at the 
age of 28 with only one property, a studio. 
Today she leads the EVENS GROUP, which 
runs a global real estate portfolio with over 
1,350,000m2 under management.
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Corinne Evens, founded an Internationa real estate empire and is renowned for her philanthropic endeavours



“ My International Hotels 
and jewelery line are an 

extension of my personality 
”Corinne Evens,  

Chairman of the Evens Group 





ORINNE says her fervor and drive lie with 
achieving results; or to put it in her own 
words “turning a vision into reality”. And 
that is exactly what she has been relentlessly 
�������������������͟͡�������������������Ƥ�����
ranging from real estate, to boutique serviced 
apartments, philanthropy and most recently 

jewelry. The Evens Group also has a vast experience in 
managing liquidities, private equity and mining investments.

GORALSKA RESIDENCES
We met at her latest hotel project: The Goralska Residences.  
In 2014, she set up a new concept of serviced apartments 
directed towards the “Cosy Homy Nomade” breed, the 
residence includes both a tearoom and a concept store 
that display fair-trade products from worldwide and local 
�����������������ơ��������������������������������Ƥ���Ǧ������
�������Ǥ� ���������ǡ� ���� Ƥ���� 
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launched in Paris and the apartments are modular, therefore 
���� Ƥ���� ������� ��� ����������� ���� ����� ���������� ��� ����
number of residents.  

Evens carefully chooses the locations and manage them 
directly through her subsidiary Goralska Services. Thanks 
to its know-how in picking and improving vibrant places, 
its hotel’s experience and its skills to set up cultural events, 
���� 
�������� ����������� ������� �ơ� ������������Ǥ� � ��� �����ǡ�
two other Goralska Residences are underway, #2 near Place 
Vendome, #3 near the Champs Elysées, and there is a #4 
in Brussels near the EU administrative center. She is also 
planning to expand this concept to other major cities.

CE said:  “When I started, I wasn’t really good at selling myself, 
and to be honest, I wasn’t making a good living. My father 
introduced me to a property developer and induced “why 
don’t you do the same?” I didn’t have any formal education in 
����Ƥ���ǡ���������������������������������������Ǥ��������������
motivation was, and still is, the belief that you can achieve 
anything your mind can conceptualize, providing you have a 
positive mental attitude.”

Her management company handles real estate projects such 
���������������������������ǡ��ƥ���ǡ������������������������
warehouses in Paris, Brussels, Warsaw, India, Israel and NY 
with 1,350,000m2 under management.

SM: How did you manage to expand internationally?
CE: “From a very young age I have been eager to build things 
��� ��� ���Ƥ������� ��� ���� �� ��������������������� ����� ����� ���
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educational, cultural and socially responsible projects across 
Europe (via the Evens Foundation). It is highly important for 
me to give back to society. I think that ultimately these two 
key factors have enabled us to expand internationally.”

PHILANTHROPY
���� ������ 	���������� ȋ�� ������� ����Ƥ�� �����������
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chaired by Evens initiates and supports sustainable projects 
and awards biennial prizes that contribute to the progress 
and strengthening of Europe, based on cultural and social 
diversity. Its program includes European Citizenship, Peace 
Education, Media, Arts and Sciences and organizes European 
Symposia. Evens is also a Council Member of POLIN, the 
Jewish Polish Museum in Warsaw for which she founded and 
chairs the European Association of the Museum.

SM:  Why have you decided to support POLIN and invest 
in the Bethlehem Multidisciplinary Industrial Park?

CE: “POLIN is an essential project that preserves and 
transmits our Jewish history and roots. I believe that we, as 
human beings need roots. The POLIN museum showcases 
the rich history of Jewish People in Poland and because I am 
100% of polish decent, this project is very close to my heart. 
I am delighted to see the Museum’s permanent and rotating 
exhibitions. I care a lot about the BMIP, which is private-public 
partnership between French and Palestinian investments (50-
50) that has been designed for local development. We are an 
active investor in this venture in cooperation with Palestinian 
private enterprises, it aims to become one among the main 
industrial technological and training centers in Palestinian 
territories. It is a long-term project based on three axes: create 
sustainable business opportunities and culture, raise social 
responsibility awareness and become an educational center; 
on the basis that positive context and solid self-image rooted 
�������Ǧ���Ƥ������������������������������������������Ǥǳ��
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The Residences provide serene accomodation on the Seine

Evens travels around the world to source stunning pieces



GORALSKA      JEWELERY
The Goralska nomadic jewelry brand collections have been created 
�������������������������������ǲ�������ơ����ǳǡ��Ǥ�Ǥ�ǲ�����ǯ����������ǳ�
who love to travel and are not to be attached to one country or one 
nation. They adapt to the nomadic lifestyle of the 21st century. They 
are multicultural whilst preserving their identity; in other words, the 
brand gives meaning to travelling, virtually or really, to the mining 
region where the stones and raw materials are found and does take 
into consideration these original far away cultures. 

������������������� ����������ǲ�����ǳ�������������������������ƥ��
“ska” evokes womanhood in Slavic languages. The inspiration of 
“Maison Goralska  aims at women turned towards the future, taking 
responsibility for their choices and their lives with talent. In line 
with its commitments, the Goralska brand donates a portion of its 
���Ƥ��������������������������������������������������������������
well being of mankind. 

There are two main collections: the Exceptional Jewels Collection, 
��������������������������������Ƥ��� �����������������������������ǡ�
using metals and precious gemstones. Our favorite is the Allegresse 
ring made from 18 k pink gold and set with quartz and Paraiba 
tourmaline. here is a Street Collection, a more everyday wearable 
�����ǣ�Ƥ�������������������������������������������������������ǡ�
often with matching earrings and rings, using minimalist geometric 
���������������������ƪ����������������Ǥ

SM: What is the inspiration behind your jewelry brand?
CE: “The jewelry is direct manifestation of my characteristics, 
emotions, thoughts and feelings. They are a direct translation of 
how I feel. I personally design each piece and gets great joy and 
happiness to seeing them adorn worldwide”.

For more information about Goralska Jewelery, Goralska 
Residences, and Evens Foundation,  
please visit: 

Goralska.com, Goralskaresidences.com,  
Evensboundation.be.
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